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Les mots interrogatifs – Flip Flash! 
 
 

But d’apprentissage:      You are going to demonstrate your knowledge of asking questions by creating a  
           Flip Flash booklet.  You will use eight different question words and form questions 

        using est-ce que, each with a different subject pronoun. 
 

Directives: 
 
   Folding your Flip Flash Booklet 
 

1. Fold your paper in half like a hamburger. 
2. Open it back up and then fold each end into your centre line to 

make a booklet that opens in the front. 
3. Now with the booklet flaps closed, fold the bottom up to the top, 

and then up a second time. 
4. Open up your page to verify that you have 16 even rectangles on 

your page.  
 

 

    The Outside Flaps  
 

1. On the outside flaps of your booklet write, in block or bubble letters, 
one mot interrogatif (in French!) in each rectangle.   

2. Colour each word in a different colour or design.  
3. Outline each word in black or with a darker tone of the colour used. 
 
 

The Inside Flaps 
 
1. In large, thick letters, write the English word for the mot interrogatif on the inside flap.  It does not need 

to be in colour (although that would be nice!) but it must be in ink. 
 
 

The Inside Middle Section  
 
1. You need to create a question using each mot interrogatif, and write it with est-ce 

que and a conjugated verb.  (See the example) 
2. You need to use a different subject pronoun in each question (All eight must be 

used – Je, Tu, Il, Elle, Nous, Vous, Ils, Elles) 
3. These questions must be written in ink. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Consult the checkbric on the back to ensure you have 
done everything necessary for maximum points! 
 



 
 

Les mots interrogatifs – Checkbric 
 
Put a checkmark in the column next to the requirements you have completed to the best of your ability. 
 
 

Directive Complétée  () Points 

Couverture 
My name is on the back 
Eight question words in bubble letters, spelled properly 
Words are coloured and outlined in ink 

 /1 
 /8 
 /4 

Intérieur 
English translation of words on inside flap 
Eight questions with “est-ce que” and a verb conjugated 
Different subject in each question 
Assignment written in pen 
Proper spelling 

 /4 
 /8 
 /4 
 /2 
 /6 

Effort et précision   
Colouring inside the lines, no scribbling 

 
/5 

                      TOTAL:  42 points 
 


